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Is the 4% Rule for you?
The 4% Rule is used to help retirees determine how much they are safely able to
withdraw from their retirement accounts each year, while also maintaining an
account balance so they can maintain an income flow through retirement. The rule
assumes you are comfortable withdrawing 4% of your savings in your first year of
retirement and you will adjust that amount for inflation every subsequent year
without risking running out of money for at least 30 years. It assumes you are using
an investment portfolio with 60% stocks and 40% bonds and are going to keep
your spending level the same throughout retirement. In reality there's no one right
answer for everyone but here are some quick pros and cons of the 4% Rule.
Pros to the 4% Rule:
The rule is simple to follow, provides predictable and steady income, and
traditionally protects retirees from running out of funds in retirement.
Cons to the 4% Rule:
The rule doesn't respond to market conditions, requires strict adherence, and is
based on past performance of the market.

Has been with PBT since 2015
Born and raised in McPherson
Graduated from Emporia State in 2012
with B.S. in Education
Loves spending time with her son and
family, working on improving her home,
and riding her Harley Davidson low
rider Dyna.

Upcoming Dates
Remember your RMD
Contact us to schedule your 2021 RMD
before year end!
Holiday - Offices Closed
Columbus Day – October 11
Veterans’ Day – November 11
Thanksgiving – November 25
Christmas Eve – December 24 (noon)
Christmas Day – December 25
New Year’s Day – January 1

Harvest Update

With fall underway in Central Kansas, farmers are well into Corn harvest and just starting to harvest Milo. Full season
Soybeans are starting to dry and could be ready for harvest in the next few weeks. What we have seen so far from different
reports in the area is very encouraging for both Dryland and Irrigated Corn yields. While Milo harvest is just getting underway, the projections we are hearing are promising as yields could be better than normal. 2021 could also be a record year
for Soybean production in Central Kansas. With the higher-than-average prices we have at the moment, 2021 is trending
towards being better than 2019 & 2020.
The PBT Farm Management team is monitoring these current conditions and how that could affect future profits. Please get
in touch with us to see how we can potentially help improve your bottom line.
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